
BAIN COVER LETTER

Bain & Company is a world-renowned strategy consulting firm. They have been ranked the #1 best firm to work for by
Consulting magazine for the past nine.

These excellent qualities have buoyed my interest in your firm; hence I am writing this letter to put forward
my candidature for the consultant position at your firm. This section is your chance to grab the reader's
attention. Over the past two years, I have started building my business skills while advising clients on
financial matters at Big Finance. Related Interests. It's sometimes easier for them to quickly point at the
impressive things you have done as they are an external observer. Exclamation points Mind your exclamation
points. You should quantify your achievements whenever possible. If that's the case, this is the perfect section
to write about it. Because this job market is so competitive, failing to submit an eye-catching consulting cover
letter would be a huge mistake. You can look online for Bain cover letter samples to guide you in writing your
application. What Bain Looks For Bain looks for candidates who can demonstrate they possess qualifications
imperative to consulting such as sharp problem solving and strong leadership skills and a true passion for
consulting. You Might Also Like Get Full Access Link. Throughout my work experiences I have built a
successful track record of developing and maintaining relationships with clients including for instance the
senior strategy team at Big Grocery Retailer. You can also demonstrate your passion for change by citing your
activities outside the office such as volunteer work. There are several reasons why I want to pursue a
consulting career. To convey an original, targeted, and interesting voice, you can mention any of the
following: networking, articles, or events. Thank you for your time and consideration. I enjoy working with
teams and hold several leadership positions within my various extracurricular activities. Bain Cover Letter
Sample: Contact Information and Salutation The most important thing you need to remember for this section
is accuracy. Explain briefly and clearly why you are suited for the position without using the exact same words
or phrases on your resume. Thank you for your time and consideration. Example - Why consulting? I welcome
the opportunity to discuss my background with you further in person. To start with, I know I will enjoy being
a strategy consultant because I have already worked in a strategy team in the past. I believe that my qualities
would enable me to work effectively in the challenging environment of consultancy and make a strong asset
for your firm. I want to know more about this person. Later, as a senior member of the cultural society at MDI,
I used this experience to build a new team of performers for participating in fashion show competitions held at
cultural events in BSchools across India. The key learning in this engagement was convincing my fellow
students to take part in this initiative without having any perceived authority. If you are submitting a paper
application, you must place your handwritten signature above your name. Currently, I am a senior at X. I
started working as an Analyst at Big Finance in New York in September and was quickly promoted to
Associate in a year and a half instead of the average four years. As the recruiter will use the details you
provide here to notify you, ensure that your email address and phone number are functional and accurate.
Although your problem solving skills and thought process will be further evaluated during the case interview,
you must first give them a glimpse of your potential in order to get to the next stage. Typos and grammatical
errors Such mistakes imply a lack of attention to detail, therefore you must proofread your letter. I have an
avid interest in management consulting, and my conversation with Mr. Not employees who will stay for a
couple of years. A complete consulting application includes more than an impressive resume; you also need an
equally remarkable cover letter. New interview experiences are added on a frequent basis. This is because it
reflects the extra time you took to research and personalize your letter as well as your great attention to details.
I am currently the Vice President for X Group, and I also participate in a non-profit organization that tutors
local youth in math and reading. I believe this opportunity will provide me with unparalleled experience in
business consulting. You can watch the video below for more details about this.


